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Making use of the gallery’s entire exhibition space, Bread & Butter offers a rare chance to present the core 
of the gallery’s artistic vision outside of the standard solo-exhibition format. The show draws from all new 
work created in the last year by numerous gallery artists, intending to provide our audiences with the 
latest updates from our artists’ studios located around the country. 
 
Many of the artists included have presented solo shows in recent months, yet this show provides the 
perfect platform to display developments that have occurred in the weeks and months following those 
exhibitions. Loring Taoka, for instance, has expanded on his plexiglass paintings presented earlier this 
spring by making use of laser-cutting technology in his newest works, bringing the influence of digital 
modeling closer to the surface of his practice. Arden Bendler Browning, whose first solo exhibition with 
Galleri Urbane opened in January, has continued her explorations of abstracted landscapes with newly 
produced paintings inspired by a recent road trip around the Australian continent. For other artists, such 
as Jessica Snow and Heath West, the exhibition also serves as the perfect opportunity to view the direc-
tion that work is taking in the months leading up to solo exhibitions later this year. 
 
In addition to our represented artists, Bread & Butter also includes work by visiting artists, such as Dallas’ 
own Benjamin Terry and newcomer Christopher Paul Dean, whose practices exemplify Galleri Urbane’s 
commitment to exhibiting promising young talent.  While the show presents work of various mediums 
exploring a wide gamut of ideas, it nonetheless illustrates a decided reflection of contemporary art that is 
quintessentially Galleri Urbane.

Statement from the Curator



ADRIAN ZUÑIGA  has been with Galleri Urbane since 2012 after completing his BFA in Painting 
at the University of Texas at Arlington. After completing an MA in Contemporary Art at Sotheby’s Insti-
tute of Art in London last year, he returned to Dallas and currently serves as the Assistant Director and 
Assistant Curator for the gallery. In the past, Zuñiga has curated group exhibitions for Galleri Urbane, 
including Core Samplesin 2015 and Here & Now in 2016, in which many of the gallery’s artists exhib-
ited for the first time. In addition to his role at the gallery, he is driven by an enthusiasm for research 
and writing on socially-engaged contemporary art and is currently assisting with curating and writing 
the catalogue essay for Marilyn Jolly’s solo exhibition hosted by the Arlington Museum of Art later this 
summer.
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Select Works
The following images are a curated selection showing a single piece per artist 
included in the show - we are happy to send you a complete image file for 
requested artist/s. 



Gail Peter Borden
4 Series #1, 2018

Painted resin on wood panel
Four 12 x 12 inch panels

$4,800



Loring Taoka
(untitled - inset annuli), 2018

Plexiglass
12 x 12 in.

$1,500



Mel Prest
Iris Ladder, 2017

Acrylic on 28 panels
96 x 12 x 2 in.

$12,000



Christopher Paul Dean
Integrated Systems no.10, 2017

Paint on Panel
18 x 24 x 1.5 in.

$1,800



Marion Wesson
Blank Slate 2, 2018

Acrylic on birch panel
16 x 20 in.

$1,250



Arden Bendler Browning
Mirage, 2018

Flashe, acrylic, acrylic ink on canvas
16 x 20 in.

$3,000



Heath West
Schloss Schönbrunn, 2018

Oil and acrylic on linen, acrylic on pine
40.5 X 34.5 in.

$4,400



Stephen D’Onofrio
Still Life with Leaves, 2018

Acrylic on canvas
44 x 55 in.

$5,200



Jessica Drenk
Triple Wave, 2015

PVC Pipe
69 x 72 in.

$24,000



Dylan Cale Jones
Intersection of California and Maplewood with 

Police Observation Device, 2017
Cherry, Wire
17 x 3 x 7 in.

$1,000



Peter Frederiksen
Find Me When It’s Time to Talk, 2018

Embroidery on linen
14 x 18 in.

$1,400



Benjamin Terry
Untitled (Butter), 2018
Paint, Wood, and Glue

29h x 22w in
$2,500



Donald Martiny
Agta, 2018 

Polymer and dispersed pigment
Mounted on aluminum

75 x 36 in. 
$20,000



Jessica Snow
Master of the Nets 5, 2018

Acrylic on paper
17.3 x 15 in.

$2,000 framed



Melinda Laszczynski
Pink Slump, 2018

Porcelain and glaze, mother of pearl luster
5.5 x 7 x 6.5 in.

$100



Rachel Hellmann
Beyond the Fold, 2018

Acrylic on paper
27 x 22 in.

$2,275 unframed



Anna Kunz
August, 2017

Acrylic on canvas
66 x 60 in.

$8,200



Matthew Wood
The Ghost is Clear, 2018

Vintage Chromarama paper, oversized paint chips, Xerox, Prismacolor
15 x 15 x 1.5 in.
$2,400 Framed



Jason Willaford
Aggregate, 2018

Vinyl, nylon thread, polyester batting, spray paint, and acrylic, dimensions variable
$20,000



Lindsey Landfried
Waking, 2018

Acrylic on folded paper
22.5 x 16.25 in.
$1,800 Framed



Caroline Lathan-Stiefel
Strandard, 2017, wire, yarn, string (handmade netting), dart flight parts, glass science lab tubes, 

plastic seed tags. plastic, fabric, thread, 21.5 x 26 x 1 in.
$1,475



Danielle Kimzey
Dog-Eared, 2018
Acrylic on canvas

72 x 60 in.
$6,200



Abby Sherrill
Untitled (Past), 2018

Acrylic, ink and charcoal on digital print
26 x 26 in.

$1,475



Liss LaFleur
Stained Glass Jello #1 (red, green, orange), 2018

Blown Glass
9 x 9 x 8 in.

$1,500



Juan Negroni
Untitled from the Midsummer’s Night Dream at 

18.2208º N, 66.5901º W Series, 2018
Wax pencil on black paper

11 x 8.5 in.
$625
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